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COPTIC OSTRACA MENTIONING
MONEY
SOHAIR AHMED1
Abstract
This paper2 presents five Coptic ostraca (potsherds) mentioning
money. The transcription (with/without translation) of two ostraca
here has been made by Wintermute (Duke University) a long time
ago,

however he did not publish them and agreed to be

republished by me. Also, the Museum agreed to send me both
photos (of ostraca) and his notes. The third-fifth ostraca are kept in
RBML and are described with a suggested summary on the
international website “Papyri Info”; then it was registered under
my study in 2019 and 2021. The numbers of the ostraca are: O.
BK. Mus. X2004-287 and -198and O.Col. 19, 489, and 500.

1

Egyptian Assistant Professor in Coptic language, Faculty of Archaeology, Ain

Shams University, Cairo-Egypt, published some Coptic documentary texts
written on ostraca and papyri, prepared dictionaries about Professions and titles,
Arabic Terms, and Food and Drink in Coptic.
2

I chose these ostraca because this paper is part of my research project in the

USA (2020-2021).
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he money was mentioned in many kinds of Coptic texts such
as letters, contracts of sale or work, accounts, loan contracts,
orders for payment, and tax receipts or other kinds of
receipts. The Copts preferred to write their legal/financial texts on
potsherds to keep the writing longer and to be difficult to falsify.3
The Coptic texts mentioned many kinds of coins; from
gold such as holokottinos (Lat. solidus) and termesion (Lat. tremis),
silver coins such as kite (Egy. qd) and sateere (Lat. stater), and
bronze-like kas /keratse (Lat. carat), and tba (Lat.Myriad); it is
remarkable that the name of the coin was mentioned in different
forms in Coptic texts and it was either similar or different from its
Latin or Greek name. Furthermore, the coins were changed in
their weight and value from one time to another.4
Coinage in Egypt
During the Pharaonic Period, the people bartered their crops and
cattle amongst themselves to obtain necessary commodities. In the
30th Dynasty,

the

Egyptians

used

a

coin

called nwb-

nfr (beautiful/good gold), to pay the Greek mercenary soldiers who
helped to fight the Persians and used also in transactions with
foreign merchants, but the ancient Egyptians had not yet adopted a
3
4

Cf. O. Cairo Mus. no.19, 20.
Ahmed 2017, p.22; Ahmed 2020, pp. 53-58.
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monetary trade system of their own and they still used the
bartering system.5
In Greco-Roman Egypt, the coins were used in markets and
also minted in Alexandria (the capital of Egypt at that time); the
Alexandrian mint produced coinage throughout the Ptolemaic
period and during the Roman era until 296 CE. In fact,
Alexandrian coins continued to be used as the main currency in
Egypt during Roman rule, alongside the Roman coins. The
majority of coins were made of bronze. There were also gold,
copper and silver coins.6 Egypt had a separate coinage system from
the rest of the Roman Empire from Augustus conquest of Egypt
until Diocletian’s monetary reforms of 294/6. Thereafter, it was
incorporated into the Roman monetary systems. By the fifth
century, the coins available in Egypt included the gold solidus,

semissis (half solidus), and tremissis (third of a solidus), as well as
the bronze coins (some scholars refer to them as copper, others as
bronze) especially follies and nummi of in various sizes. In
addition, the Egyptians used two other monetary denominations:
the talent and the myriad. Silver coinage was available in other
parts of the Empire but that is rarely attested in Egypt.7In Islamic
Egypt, there was the Arabization of some coins like the Roman
5

Hawas et al. 2010, p.15.

6

Escoffey 2012, p.,35.

7

Buchanan 2015, p. 11,19.
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solidus which became Dinar and the Greek drachma which
became

Dirham,

also

entered

the

Arabic

small

coin

called Kharrobah (lit. carob-pod) known in Egypt, but I observe
that the majority of coins were still known in the Islamic period
with their Greek/Latin names.8The Copts kept their money in jars
made of pottery which contained usually the gold coins.9
Signs for publishing10
[abc] Letters are missing from the original text due to lacuna,
restored by the editor.
a(bc) Abbreviation / symbol in the text, expanded by the editor.
<ab> Characters erroneously omitted by the ancient scribe,
restored or corrected by the editor.
{ab}Letters in the text considered erroneous and superfluous by
the editor.
\ab/Letters added above the line of writing.
… letters difficult to read by the editor

Dialects11: A Akhmimic; B Bohairic; F Fayumic; L
Lycopolitan; M Oxyrhynchite; S Sahidic

8
9

Ahmed 2020, p.53,57.
See Ahmed 2020, p.51 and the photos here.

10

Cromwell 2017, p. xxiii.

11

Allen 2020, p.125.
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Ostracon 1
Potsherd NO. X2004
X2004-287
Content by Wintermute: Not Written

Content by me: A private letter, the sender asked for a sum of
money will be given to a man called Dios when he delivered this
letter. This sum represents 20 bronze coins called she.

Recto
1. † ⲉⲣ<ⲉ>ⲇⲓⲟⲥ ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓ
2. ⲛ̄ⲧⲉϊ ⲗⲗϫⲉ ⲛⲁⲕ
ⲛⲁⲕ̣
3. ϯ ϫⲟⲩⲧ ⲛϣⲉ ⲛⲁ
ⲛⲁϥ
1. † If Dios (the son of) Makari
2. brings this potsherd to you
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3. give twenty she to him
l.1 Coptic has a number of meanings, expressing a real condition.
The Second Present is often used in this function12.
ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓ: A personal name, written also as ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲉ, ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲏ, ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲁ,
ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓⲁ, ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓⲟⲥ, 13 is common in Greek as Makarios,
which is used also in Coptic as the title means “blessed, late” for
deceased persons from Egyptian origin14 and according to the
context where it cannot be a title, as suggested by Wintermute.
l.2 ⲧⲉϊ in AFMS Dialects, B as ⲑⲁⲓ-, L asⲧⲉⲉⲓ, it is unstressed

form of demonstrative pronouns which is appended as a construct
prefix to nouns.15
l.3 ϫⲟⲩⲧ written in the compound form ϫⲟⲩⲧ- perhaps as a

mistake and the right here should be ϫⲟⲩⲱⲧ.16
ϣⲉ: the smallest coin is known in Coptic only and no Greek
equivalent for it, lit means “lit wood.” I think the name of this coin
relating to consideration the wood is less than metal and wood
refers also to the cross perhaps there was a cross printed on this

12

Allen 2020, p. 79.

13

Koptisch Namen, p.57b -58a.

14

Mentioned as (ma'-kherw).

15

Allen 2020, p.20.

16

Allen 2020, p. 120, Coptic Dictionary online. Available at: coptic-

dictionary.org [Last access 23/11/2021].
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coin, it was made of bronze and equals 1/10 or 1/12 of carat
carat.17
Cromwell mentioned this coin as a denomination bronze coin
with between 240 and 288 she to one holkottinos (solidus).18

Ostracon 2
Potsherd NO. X2004
X2004-198
Content by Wintermute
Wintermute: Not Written
Content by me: Order for payment or an account, it includes
number of coins of little charge, as (nummi, carat and myriad) will
be given to some people.

Recto
1. †ⲡⲁⲧⲉ̣ⲣⲉ̣ [ϥ
ϥⲥϩⲁⲓ ⲛ̄NN?]
17

Ahmed 2020, p.57.

18

Cromwell 2017,, p.xxiii.
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2. ⲉⲓⲥ ϫⲟⲩⲧⲥⲛⲟ [ⲟⲩⲥⲛ̄ⲛⲟⲩⲙ-]
3. ⲟⲩⲥ ⲟⲩ̣̣ⲕⲁⲥ ⲛ̄[NNⲙⲛ?]
4. [ⲟⲩ?]ⲧⲃⲁ ⲛ̄ⲡⲓⲛⲁⳅ[]
5. []ⲛⲁ̣ⲓ ̣ϫ<ⲉ> ⲉⲓⲥ[]

1. †Pater[he writes to NN]
2. Here is, twenty two [ of Numm-]
3. us (with?) one carat to[NN and ?]
4. [one?] myriad to Pinax[]
5. [….]…and here is[………..]
l.1 Cf. the

personal name: ⲡⲁⲧⲉⲣperhaps as var. of ⲡⲁⲧⲏⲣ19 which

is from Greek origin and means “father.”

l.2

ⲉⲓⲥ behold, here is' an initial particle introduces nouns and

Coptic statements20 and I suggest it as a particle for paying
attention became now in common Egyptian Arabic as boss means
“look” and also still known with the meaning as khallyballak in
common Arabic means “behold, take care.”

There is ligature in the letters of this word in this line and in
the last line.
19

Hasitzka 2007, p. 72a, 71b.

20

Allen 2020, p.28.
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l.3[..]ⲟⲩⲥ suggest it to beⲛⲟⲩⲙⲟⲩⲥ as the coin called nummus.21

ⲕⲁⲥ: means lit. “bone” refers to “carat” as coin= 1/24 of solidus,22
a division of the principal gold coin with 24 carats to one solidus
(holokottinos) as bronze coin23 but sometimes mentioned from
gold, Latin as Keratium equal approx. 0.189 gm. I think choosing
this term “bone” referring to this coin in Coptic relating to the link
(or the concept)between the bones of the God and the silver in
ancient Egypt24 for that the bones may be associated with the silver
which was used mainly for making coins,25 however the carat was
never made from silver! However, the word silver in Coptic refers
to the money in general.26

l.4 ⲧⲃⲁ'ten-thousand' —AS ⲧⲃⲁ, Bⲑⲃⲟ, Fⲧⲃⲉ, (usually an
indefinite large number), ϭⲓⲥⲧⲃⲁ'half-ten thousand' (=5000)27.In
21

Coptic Dictionary Online. Available at: coptic-dictionary.org [Last access

23/11/2021]; Ahmed 2020, p. 54.
22

CED, p.63.

23

Cromwell 2017, p.xxii.

24

Cf. the bones of the sun god Re became silver when he became old in the

myth “Destruction of mankind” known in the Dynastic period.
25

Ahmed 2020, p.54.

26

Ibid. 2020, p. 57.

27

Ibid. 2020, p. 26.
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Latin as myriad, used as coin in Coptic.28 The myriad equaled ten
thousand denarius in the fourth century or six and two-thirds
talents. By the mid-sixth century, one gold solidus equaled twenty
Roman pounds (approximately 328 grams each) of bronze or
48,000 talents or 4,800 myriads.29
ⲡⲓⲛⲁⳅ may be the same personal name written as ⲡⲓⲛⲁⲕ/,30 the
word pinakis means in Greek “small tablet.”31 No assimilation for ⲛ
before this word perhaps the text is from Middle Egypt.
l.5 ⲛⲁⲓ: Perhaps represents end of the personal name asⲡⲁⲧⲛⲁⲓor
ⲡⲁⲡⲁⲧⲛⲁⲓ32 or represents the dative means “to me”.
ϫ<ⲉ>ⲉⲓⲥ: written the two epsilons in two words as one epsilon
was very common,33as diphthong.
ϫⲉ: conjunction means “that”

34

or ‘saying’,35 but I observed that

it means sometimes “and;”36 this expression ϫⲉⲉⲓⲥ usually written
before numbers either of money or of measures or of sacks.37
28

Ibid. 2020, p. 56.

29

Buchanan 2015,,p. 19.

30

Hasitzka 2007, p.79b.

31

Coptic Dictionary Online. Available at: coptic-dictionary.org [Last access

23/11/2021].
32

Hasitzka 2007, p.70b,72a.

33

Ahmed 2020, p.45.

34

Coptic Dictionary Online. Available at: coptic-dictionary.org [Last access

23/11/2021].
35

P. Sarga, nos 187, 188.
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Ostracon 3
O. Columbia no. 19
Date: AD 500 – 699
Provenance: Memnoneia-Djeme-Thebes
Dimension: 9 x 14.5 cm
Content: perhaps the end of a letter? That mentions Victor and
30 something.38

Content & summary on the

Letter?

website:

Perhaps the end of a letter that mentions
Victor and 30 something.39

Content by me: Receipt of money, the text recorded paying 6
of bronze coins called she40 as apart from the total sum of 30 shecoins. The name Victor remains and perhaps represents the payer
or the name of his father. The beginning of receipt is complete but
the text after the name Victor is lost here. I believe it is not tax
receipt because the payment is not in gold coins (or even in carats).
36

Ahmed 2020, p.44.

37

See: P. Sarga, nos. 187,188.

38
39
40

Available at: http://papyri.info/apis/columbia.apis.19 [Last access 23/11/2021].
Available at: http://papyri.info/apis/columbia.apis.19 [Last access 22/11/2021].
For this coin, see ostracon no.1 here.
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And suggest this text represented receiving of repayment a loan41
or perhaps the interest (usually the loan was for gold coins and
sometimes the interest was in bronze coins such as talent and

myriad).42

Recto
1. ⲉⲓⲥ ⲥⲟⲟⲩ ⲛϣ
ϣⲉ
2. ⲁⲩⲉⲓ ⲉⲧⲟⲧ ϩⲙ
ⲙ̄ⲡⲙⲁⲁⲃ
3. ⲛϣⲉ [ⲛⲧⲟⲕ?...]
?...]ⲣⲉ[…]ⲣⲟⲥ ⲃⲓⲕ
4. ⲧⲱⲣ [

]

41

Cf. a loan contract for 40 she
she- coins in: O. Crum ST, no.93.

42

Buchanan 2015, p.72.
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1.Here is six of she (coins)
2. came to my hand from the thirty
3. of she [you (are)the priest?]43 Vic4.twr [

]

Note: Taxes and agricultural prices were generally described in
the papyri in gold solidi, and do not appear to have varied
significantly until the Arab conquest in 642.44 Also as parts of
solidus such as tremis (1/3) and semis (1/2) and 1/6 and sometimes
paid in carats for these parts to be equal.45

Ostracon 4
Catalog Record: columbia.apis.489
O. Columbia no. 489
Date: AD 500 – 690
Provenance: unknown
Dimension: 5.5 x 4 cm
Content: beginning of a letter starting with a chrism.46

43

Debtor as priests in: Buchnan 2015, p. 129-130.

44

Buchnan 2015, p. 21.

45

Cf. Worp 1999, p. 310-319.

46

Available at: http://papyri.info/apis/columbia.apis.19 [Last access 23/11/2021].
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Content by me: beginning of letter addressed to monastic
superior concerning sending certain numbers (missed in the text)
of she -coin of bronze to someone is missed in the text.

Recto
1. Ⳁ ϯϣⲓⲛⲉ ⲉ[ⲧⲉⲕⲙⲛⲧⲉⲓ
ⲧⲉⲕⲙⲛⲧⲉⲓ-]
2. ⲱⲧ ⲉⲧ[ⲧⲁⲓⲏⲩ (/ ⲟⲩⲁⲁⲃ) ⲁⲣⲓ ⲡⲛⲁ]
3. ⲛⲅ̄ⲧⲛ̄[ⲛⲟⲟⲩ….
….ⲛ]
4. ϣⲉ [ ⲛ̄ϩⲟⲙⲛⲧ]
5. …..[

]

1.ⳀII greet [your fatherhood]
2. the [ reverend/ holy] , do favor

AFTER CONSTANTINE 2 (2022) 1-22
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3. And se[nd (number) of]
4. she [of bronze]
5.to?[…………]

Ostracon 5
O. Columbia no. 500
Date: AD 500 – 690
Provenance: unknown
Dimension: 5.6 x 7.2 cm
Content: beginning of a letter possibly written by [Ky]ros.
[Ky]ros 47
Content by me: beginning of a letter concerning sending or
paying one half (of solidus as a gold coin) to someone called Mena.

47

Available at: http://papyri.info/apis/columbia.apis.19 [Last access 23/11/2021].
23/11/2021]
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Recto
1. [Ⳁ ⲡⲉⲧ]ⲣⲟⲥ ⲉϥⲥϩⲁⲓ [ⲛⲛⲛ]
2. [ⲁ]ⲣⲓ ⲧⲁⲕⲁⲡⲏ[ⲛⲅ̄ϫⲟⲟⲩ]
3. [ⲟ]ⲩⲡⲏϣⲉ [ⲛ̄ϩⲟⲗⲟⲕ/?]
4. [ⲙ̄]ⲙⲉⲛⲁ [……]
1. [ⳀPet]ros who writes [to NN]
2. [D]o charity [and send]
3. [one] half [of solidus]
4. [to] Mena […………]

l.2 ϫⲟⲟⲩ or ⲧⲛⲛⲟⲩorϯ.48
l.3 ⲟⲩⲡⲏϣⲉ: mentioned referring to (ⲟⲩⲡⲏϣⲉ ⲛϩⲟⲗⲟⲕ/) “half of
the solidus.” 49Worth about 12 carats, mentioned in a Coptic
contract from the 7th century as a wage of a farmer and worth in
this text 11 1/2 carats.50
Summary of Texts:
This paper presents five Coptic texts mentioning money/coins as
follows:

48

See the previous text.

49

Crum, Copt. Dict., 278a; O. Crum ST, no. 437.

50

CPR IV, no.166.
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- A private letter includes asking for delivery20 she-bronze coins
by the letter carrier.
- Apart from the order of payment or an account mentioned coins
made of bronze as nummus, carat, and myriad to be given to
certain persons.
- A receipt of receiving six she-coins as a part or an installment of
total of 30 she.
- Beginning of a letter including a request for sending a number
of she-coins.
- Beginning of a letter including a request for sending/paying half

solidus.
Conclusions


The coins used in Late Antique Egypt were of various origins
like Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Arabic. And they were
minted from gold, silver, bronze, or copper with remarks that
the silver coins were rare in the Coptic texts relating to daily
life especially in the 6th- 8th centuries CE.



The money of little charge (low value) was minted from either
bronze or copper. The coins mentioned in this paper were
minted mainly from bronze except the half-solidus which was
minted from gold.
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According to texts, The Copts used the gold coins mainly in
paying: taxes, loans, penalties/fines, salaries (of some officials,
farmers, or carpenters), and prices (for cattle and large
quantities of some goods)while the bronze coins were used also
in prices (such

as

sheets

of

papyri/

parchment

and

cereals), wages (of some workers) and in loan's interest.


The Copts usually described the gold coin in the texts as
“good” or “pure and without fraude”, or mentioned its value (in
carats), but they didn’t write that for the bronze coins.



The she-coin is Egyptian, appeared in Coptic texts only means
“lit wood”, but it was made of bronze, the cross means also (in
Coptic) she, so it may represent a bronze coin with a cross
printed on its side. The Copts always asked for sending it in
many texts; it is mentioned usually in the texts from Thebes in
the 7th/8th c. CE. For that, I can suggest the date of ostraca from
the same period.
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Fig. 1. - the 1st coin known in Egypt and called nwb-nfr
(Hawas et al. 2010, p19)
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Fig.2. - A jar contained 171 gold coins, from a church in Middle Egypt,
Cairo Museum
(Hawas et al. 2010, p. 34)

Fig. 3. - Dinar, Solidus and Tremis from the Museum of Bibliotheque
Alexandrina (T. by me)
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Fig. 4. - Clear photo for ostracon no.2, sent by the BK Museum
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TEACHING GEOGRAPHY
A NEVER-ENDING DIALOGUE BETWEEN LATE ANTIQUE AND
RENAISSANCE EUROPE
DAVID SALOMONI1
Abstract
The purpose of this article is to show how the dialogue between
Antique and Renaissance geography did not happen only through the
rediscovery and critical study of ancient sources by Italian and
European humanists. Such a reading would leave out the contribution
of the Late Antique period, namely early Christianity. It is not possible
to dismiss the incorporation of theological elements in geographical
disciplines as a simple anti-scientific fact. The great cartographers of
the Renaissance, including Abraham Ortelius and Gerard Mercator,
1
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just to name the most famous, considered the religious dimension an
essential component of geography. In this article I would like to hint
at the importance of this red thread between different epochs,
underlining the importance of how the Christian thought of the first
centuries must be taken into account as much as the technicalmathematical element of classicism in the emergence of modern
geography between the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Keywords: Geography, Late Antiquity, Renaissance
t is well known that the relationship between the antique world,
mainly understood as the Mediterranean area and the Greek-Latin
cultures, and the European Renaissance is a fundamental element
of Western civilization. This relationship is well known and yetis
always generous with new reflections both about the past and the
present times. Among the most noteworthy cultural aspects of the
continuing dialogue between the classical and post-medieval worlds is
the theme of geography. The great Greco-Roman geographers were
among the authors who were most read, analyzed, probed, and
dissected by Italian and European humanists, perhaps more than
rhetoricians and playwrights.
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The importance of learning geography as part of an
individual’s education, especially of high social class, dates back to the
classical period. Strabo stressed the importance of such discipline,
stating that geography was fundamental for “political activities and for
those of commanders, as well as the understanding of the heavens and
things on the earth and sea (animals, plants, and fruits, whatever is to
be seen in each place), assumes the same type of man as the one who
considers the art of life and happiness”. 2
The canon of geographers formed in the centuries of antiquity
remained the same in force in the centuries of the Renaissance and
Reformation, particularly the texts of Pliny, Strabo, and Pomponius
Mela, but also the reflections of philosophers such as Parmenides,
Plato, and Aristotle. However, the geographer who most bequeathed
to the following centuries was the Greek geographer Claudius
Ptolemy, who lived in Alexandria in the second century AD. For this
article, the most important work produced by Ptolemy was the

Geographike Hyphegesis, also known as Geographia, within which he
discusses

various

issues

of

great

importance

to

the

future

understanding of the world. First, he establishes the preeminence of
celestial

2

coordinates

for

the

organization,

measurement,

and

Roller 2015, p. 179.
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conceptualization of terrestrial space. He then provides a detailed list
of place names collected from other geographers (notably Marinus of
Tyro), and finally provides instructions for creating planispheres based
on an accurate grid of meridians and parallels; a concept of extreme
modernity.
In antiquity, Ptolemy represented the highest point of
geographical thinking, but his work profoundly influenced late
Greco-Roman

and

early

Christian

culture.

However,

early

Christianity also made an original contribution to the future
emergence of modern geography. During the Christianization of the
Roman Empire, the epistemological premises of geography as a
scientific discipline certainly changed. In previous centuries the
representation of the world had mainly political purposes, namely to
show the extent of the Empire, but with the spread of Christianity
began

to

include

more

and

more

theological

values.

The

representation of the world and space became a reflection of the
relationship between God and man, above and below, a mutable
dimension, and an immutable one. Above all, however, representing
the earth took on the meaning of a sacred act; it meant representing
God’s Creation.
The geographical culture was thus embraced and, in a sense,
resensitized by figures such as St. Augustine. The new relationship
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established with physical space after the oblivion of Euclid’s Elements
led to the definition of a non-homogeneous space: one human and
one divine.3 That could lead some people to doubt an aspect given
until then for acquired that is the sphericity of the Earth. Examples are
represented by the early Christian rhetoric Lactantius, and by Kosma
Indikopleustes, a merchant of Alexandria in the sixth century AD.4 It
must be stated that none of the two was learned in cosmography.
Lactanctius was purely trained in the craft of letters, in which he was
an authority, and as such he would later be studied by Italian
humanists like Pico Della Mirandola. While it is true that in Euclid’s

Elements there is no analysis of the sphere as a three-dimensional
geometric object, the absence of this work in the cosmographic
reflection of the early Christian era weakens the very concept of
three-dimensional space, falling also on the way of conceptualizing
the terrestrial sphere. However, it must be said that the earth’s
sphericity was never questioned by the overwhelming majority of the
early Christian erudite establishment, as it is the case of Origen of
Alexandria, Ambrose of Milan, and Augustine of Hippo, just to

3
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mention a few. All of them had incorporated in their reflections the
theories on the world elaborated by Plato and Aristotle.5
As mentioned, however, early Christian thought was able to
provide geography and cartography with a new meaning. As a mirror
of God’s Creation, cartographic representation became an object of
religious meditation. A religious act is performed through the
contemplation of a map which allows an individual to see what can’t
be seen with the naked eye. On the map the unity of creation is
affirmed, a concept that would not fail to have strong repercussions in
the age of the Reformation. Reading the map of the world became,
with Christianity, a spiritual exercise. Maps put two books concerning
each other: the most sacred book, the Bible, with the book of
creation.6 In this dichotomy, we find the separation between the two
spaces, sacred and profane, but also their new trait d’union. The
exercise of cosmographic meditation was not unknown to antiquity,
but with the spread of Christianity it took on a new centrality,
beginning a historical path that would link it with modernity.
Starting from the centuries of the full Middle Ages and
continuing into the Renaissance, a gradual rediscovery of ancient texts
brought back to unity the various components of geographical
5
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thought explained so far. The rediscovery in the twelfth century of
Euclid’s Elements and their gradual diffusion slowly brought back the
idea of a three-dimensional, homogeneous space. This process also
included the way of thinking and representing the terrestrial sphere. It
is no coincidence that the oldest globes representing the world date
back to the fifteenth century. It is worth repeating that the Middle
Ages did not know the spread of the idea of a flat earth, which was
always thought of as a sphere.7 The point is that its sphericity had
ceased to be significant for its cartographic representations.
During the Middle Ages, however, despite the efforts of
Benedictine copyists, many books of ancient knowledge were lost,
including Ptolemy’s Geographia. It was thanks to the humanist
intellectuals, beginning in the fourteenth century, that ancient texts
were rediscovered or made accessible again. In this process, we can
also include the story of the Geographia. The work was found around
1300 by the Byzantine Maximus Planudes and was later translated into
Latin by the Italian Jacopo d’ Angelo. The Latin translation made the
book a real best-seller of the time. If initially, Latin scholars were more
interested in the philological aspects of the work related to the names
of cities, the geographical and mathematical aspects soon began to be

7
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studied as well. In fifteenth-century Italy, cartographic workshops
engaged in reproducing the coordinates explained by Ptolemy for the
production of maps sprang up everywhere. Editions were created for
the education of princes, but school manuals were also produced for
the education of the children of merchants, for whom the learning of
geography was central. We can say that the educational sphere gave a
great impulse to Renaissance geographic publishing.
However, it was not only humanist scholars who were
interested in the coordinates of Ptolemy’s Geographia. The book must
be considered in the frame of the historical moment of geographical
explorations conducted by Spain and Portugal. The new relationship
with space induced by the study of Euclid had provided new
intellectual tools to challenge ancient beliefs and set out to discover
new worlds. This, however, was also the time of the great religious
upheavals that broke the confessional unity of Europe. After 1517,
with the publication of Luther’s Ninety-Five Theses, a series of
religious conflicts began to stain Europe with blood. If we consider
religion as the central and decisive element of sixteenth-century
anthropology, we cannot detach the religious dimension from the
scientific and geographical one. The mystical dimension that
geography assumed in early Christianity was now revealed to be more
vital than ever.
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One cultural area where religious reflection and geography
merged in an exemplary synthesis was Flanders. Flemish cartographers
were particularly sensitive to this geographical-religious link. These
figures were often high-profile intellectuals and were deeply involved
in the religious and political events that shook Europe in the central
decades of the sixteenth century. For them, the production of precise
maps, for the use of navigators, also represented the creation of
religious manifestos, in which the aforementioned need for spiritual
meditation was expressed. Let us consider, for example, that the title of
Gerard Mercator’s famous atlas of the second half of the sixteenth
century was Atlas sive Cosmographicae meditationes de fabrica

mundi. It was the author himself who made explicit in the title the
contemplative dimension of geography.
This is not to say that the religious meaning attributed to
cartography determined, as such, the conflicts that cartographers like
Mercator or Abraham Ortelius had with the Inquisition. Those
problems were due to the content of their religious thought. Ortelius,
for example, had joined a church named Familia Charitatis, which,
while affirming full adherence to the precepts of the Gospel, was
against every religious confession and every codified norm. Even
Martin Waldseemuller, who in 1507 produced the first planisphere to
name America by that name, backed off a few years later for fear of
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being found to contradict Aristotelian geography. The important
aspect is that cartographic meditation, as Giorgio Mangani well
explains, served to rationalize, unify, and give coherence to what was
not visible on the whole, an act reserved only for God, but that thanks
to cartography brought man closer to the divine.8
In conclusion, how did the religious dimension attributed to
cosmography and cartography, a category that emerged during the
centuries of early Christianity, contributes to the rise of modern
geography? As mentioned, the rise of homogeneous space through the
rediscovery of Euclid in the twelfth century had two effects. The first
was the recovery of spatial unity in which the earth and creation were
increasingly conceived as an integrated and coherent system. This
very modern concept was in contrast to the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic
conception of a cosmos composed of concentric spheres of elements:
earth, water, air, and fire. The second effect, seen from the perspective
of the heterogenesis of ends, resulted in an increasingly secular and less
religious conception of physical space. Adopting God’s perspective on
the earth through the production of increasingly accurate maps had
the initial effect to bring man closer to the creator, but at the same
time eliminated the distance between the two. In this way, it was the

8
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human perspective that took over. The data presented in this article
represent the author’s personal reflection on such a topic. However, it
is very important to deepen the research on the link between early
Christian and early modern religion, geography, and cartography, in
order to grasp the global transformations made possible in the age of
explorations. The cartographic and literary works of figures such as
Ortelius and Mercator, in fact, are both scientific works and
theological manifestos. It is not possible to fully understand a
sixteenth-century cartographic instrument without taking into
account the religious anthropology of those who produced it. In this
sense, the path towards technical and scientific modernity passed
through a close relationship with the antique religious mentality,
which provided some intellectual tools indispensable to this process. A
religious epistemology, then, is central to understanding the
intellectual creation of the first global world.
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MEMORY, SOCIETY AND ART IN
THE CHURCH AT SAINT SOPHIA,
MYTIKAS, AKARNANIA
THE FUNERARY CHAMBERS AND THE TOMB
IN THE NORTH AISLE
YANNIS VARALIS, GEORGIA KOLETSIOU, GOULIELMOS ORESTIDIS1
Abstract
The church at Saint Sophia, Mytikas (anc. Alyzia), is a three-aisled
basilica dated to the later part of the fifth or the early sixth century.
Excavated in the ‘70s and ‘80s of the previous century, the church
is not yet published. This study focuses on the funerary use of the
annexes flanking the north side and on the monumental tomb
erected in the north aisle. Τhe character of the burial chambers and
the tomb are revealing the collective memory of the late antique
community of Alyzians who wanted to preserve both the family
ties and the spiritual ties with the deceased. Art, and especially
architecture, sculpture, and poetry are the means for organizing
and unifying the two sides of a wall.
1
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Keywords: Epirus Vetus, basilica at Saint Sophia, Mytikas, funerary
annexes, tomb, collective memory, late antiquity, art.

his study stems from a research project titled: “Memory
and Art to the Limit: Church and Society in Byzantine
Aetolia and Akarnania” which is carried out under the
call “Development of Human Resources, Education

and Lifelong Learning (code: EDBM103) - Support for
Researchers with an Emphasis on Young Researchers – Cycle B” of
the Operational Programme “Development of Human Dynamics,

Education and Lifelong Learning”, which was run from March
2020 to September 2022 and co-financed by Greece and the
European Union.
The focus of this project was the study of a late antique
church unearthed at the locality of Hagia Sophia, which is situated
at 2 km to the east of present-day Mytikas, a seaside village on the
west coast of Akarnania. Mytikas is located on a pointed ledge of
land into the Ionian Sea and its western bay has been identified
with the ancient port of Alyzia, which was known as the “sacred
port of Hercules” during the classical period.2 The excavation of
2
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the basilica was carried out by Professor Panayotis Vocotopoulos,
Member of the Academy of Athens, and his collaborators under the
auspices of the Archaeological Society at Athens from 1972 to
1984; between 1973 and 1978 no excavation took place.3
The church is a three-aisled basilica with a semicircular apse
to the east and a narthex to the west (figs. 1-2). There are no
indications that the church had a porticoed atrium or a court. Two
annexes are abutting the north wall; the west one was used as a
funerary chamber with four graves, one of which contained a
marble sarcophagus. In the north aisle, a monumental tomb was
erected against the north wall; it consisted of marble piercolonnettes and slabs with crosses in relief and originally was put
under a canopy. The covering marble slab bore an inscribed
epitaph assigning the tomb to a distinguished member of the local

Afroditi Tyligada, for their kindness, generosity, and help. In the following
footnotes, we use the abbreviations of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut.
For the history and topography of ancient Alyzia, see Katopodis 2000, pp. 6668; Liagos 2002; Moschos, Portelanos 2010. Cf. also Murray 1982, pp. 82-133
and passim. Gehrke, Wirbelauer 2004.
3

Vocotopoulos 1968; 1972; 1979; 1980; 1981; 1982; 1983; 1984. Cf. also Soustal,

Koder 1981, p. 170, s.v. “Kandeles”.
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Fig. 1. — Mytikas, Saint Sophia, basilica, plan (source: G. Orestidis)

Fig. 2. — Mytikas, Saint Sophia, basilica, longitudinal section
(source: G. Orestidis)
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Christian community, possibly named Eunoa or Eurynoa. In this
study, we shall focus on the relationship between the tombs in the
funerary annex and the monumental tomb in the church.
The annexes of the church
The annexes were excavated in 1980 and a brief description was
given by the excavator.4 In plan they appear to be three, but there
are only two rooms, one to the west, 8.38 m long and 5.16 m
wide, and one to the east, 7.07 m long and 5.15 m wide, which is
divided into two unequal spaces with a demising wall. Both
annexes were designed and built at the same time as the church:
the east wall of the church is of an unhindered masonry up to the
NE corner of the east room, there are no visible or perceivable
construction joints between the interior walls of the annexes and
the north wall of the church, and the west wall of the west annex
bonds well with the north wall of the church.

The east annex. - The excavation has not provided any
evidence that confirms the function of the east annex. It was either
empty from the beginning or all of its equipment had been
removed before it was left to fall into disrepair. So, its function is
inevitably much speculated, because the facts about this room are
very few. Firstly, there is a door, 0.80 m wide, leading from the
north aisle to the larger space; the floor of this part was paved,
possibly from the outset, with clay slabs (diam. 0.31 × 0.26 m) and
4

Vocotopoulos 1980, pp. 34-35, pls. 42-45.
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wastes of marble plaques, some of which have been brought from
somewhere else, since they preserve polished parts, grooves and
notches. Secondly, the smaller space (dim. 1.15 × 5.20 m) is
separated by the demising wall, 0.50 m thick, into which is opened
a low crude door, 0.78 m wide, with a massive hewn stone as a
lintel. This space was paved with compact soil and covered by a
barrel vault, as is indicated by the traces of the springing of such a
vault on the south wall (fig. 3). It appears possible that above the
lintel of the low door, at a level higher than the surviving walls,
there would have been some kind of a flat surface like a shelf,
dividing the space into two compartments, one on top of the
other. The upper compartment would have been suitable for
storing and keeping things or supplies safe and arranged, like a
modern reach-in closet or a cupboard with hinged doors.
However, this small space did not seem to be visible from the
outside and would not have any window for lighting and/or
ventilation. We can imagine that it had the form of a closet, where
possibly sacred relics or other materials for the funerals or the
memorial ceremonies for the deceased were kept. The only finds
that have been unearthed inside this small space are fragments of
mortar bearing imprints of reeds, which conceivably belonged to
the bed layer of the pitched roof of the annex. Professor J.-P.
Sodini suggested that the annex could have served the liturgy,
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because of the door leading to the north aisle
aisle, 5 which is a
conceivable proposition, but it cannot be confirmed.

Fig. 3. — Mytikas, northeast annex, springing of the barrel vault of
the west part (source: P.L. Vocotopoulos – no. ασϟζ’4)
ζ’4)

Fig. 4. — Mytikas, northwest (funerary) annex, view from the
southwest (source: P.L. Vocotopoulos – no. ασϟ’30)
5

Sodini, Kolokotsas 1984, pp. 320
320-321.
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The west annex. – It was undoubtedly a funerary chamber
(dim. 8.40 × 5.20 m), since it contains four graves dug into the
compact soil (fig. 4). The southeast corner surrounds a cist grave
made of bricks and mortar: it encloses a marble sarcophagus, 2.05
m long, 0.60 m wide, and 0.35 m deep in the interior. The lid has
crosses in low relief in the centers of the sloping sides and acroteria
at the corners.6 The lid had once been broken at its west end and
the missing part was covered hurriedly with two fragments of
slabs, which are decorated with Latin crosses in relief with flaring
ends. At the northeast corner of the annex, two cist graves are
made of vertical stone slabs and covered with ancient hewn blocs.
The southwest corner encloses a vaulted tomb (dim. 2.70 × 1.40 m)
which has an entrance from the east side, 0.55 m wide. The sides
are built of slabs without grout and the barrel vault is made of
bricks and mortar. Fragments of glass vessels, lamps and cups or
goblets, window panes, and iron nails from the roof timbers, as
well as a few pottery sherds, were collected from the layer that
covered the graves. No objects accompanying the deceased were
found inside the tombs. The bricks and tiles within the upper
layers were found blackened by fire, which may indicate the
reason the rooms were destroyed and left to fall in ruins.

6

Vocotopoulos 1980, p. 35, pl. 44b. Cf. also Papadopoulou 2013, pp. 505-506

no. 129, figs. 129α-γ.
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South annex (?). –Two pairs of cobblestones project from
the south facade of the church up to 0.10 m from the surface of the
wall. These stones indicate that at least another annex, possibly
equal in length to the west chamber of the north side, had been
planned to be built on the south side, but eventually it did not.7
We do not know if this south annex had been planned to be as
wide as the north one, but it could have been completely
symmetrical. A burial use for this annex is purely hypothetical.
Ultimately, the southern porch of the church was probably
removed and surrounded by walls, the foundations of which have
been revealed around it.8
Similar aligned annexes abutting the north wall of a church
are not commonly encountered in the sacred architecture of
Eastern Illyricum.9 Closely related to the Mytikas basilica are three
churches in the province of Achaia, one in Thessaly, and three in
Macedonia, the vast majority of which lies extra muros at a more
or less close distance from the city walls. Firstly, in Achaia, twelve
annexes in a row are constructed on the north side of the basilica at
Kraneion, to the east of the Kenchrean Gate of late antique
Corinth; the three eastern most rooms, which are contemporary or
slightly postdating the church, are funerary chambers with cist and
7

Vocotopoulos 1981, pp. 80-81.

8

Ibid, and fig. 1, pl. 77b.

9

Cf. Mailis 2011, p. 142.
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barrel vaulted graves dug in the soil.10 Three annexes are abutting
the north façade of the basilica at Alika, to the northeast of late
antique Argos:11 the median annex, like the east one of the Mytikas
basilica, is divided into two compartments, a narrow to the west
and a large to the east, and communicates with the north aisle, as
well. The excavator identified the purpose of the narrow space as
the base of a staircase to the galleries, which is a least convincing
hypothesis.12 A series of four rooms was built on the north side of
the basilica at Pikermi, Attica, in the vicinity of a rural late antique
settlement:13 possibly contemporary with the quadratum populi,
the rooms are not excavated thoroughly; therefore their utility is
highly conjectural.14 The basilica Delta at Nea Anchialos, near
Volos, Thessaly, is thought to be a cemetery church of the late
antique city of Phthiotic Thebes: two symmetrical and fairly
identical chambers project on either side of the aisles and other two
annexes flank the apse, projecting from the east wall. Vaulted
tombs have been explored under the mosaic floor of the annex of
the south aisle and under the marble floor of the north annex of the

10

Pallas 1977, pp. 154-156, fig. 107; Mailis 2011, pp. 91-92, no. Ach.23; Leriou,

Monolessou 2018, pp. 761-762; Marano 2021, p. 349.
11

Pallas 1977, pp. 177-178, fig. 120.

12

Mailis 2011, p. 97 no. Ach.32.

13

Lazarides 1965, p. 138, plans 5-6.

14

Mailis 2011, p. 85 no. Ach.9.
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apse. Three other annexes have been added in a subsequent period
to the north façade of the church, but only one vaulted tomb has
been explored in the easternmost room.15 The basilica of Saint
Demetrios at Thessaloniki was a revered healing and pilgrimage
center of Eastern Illyricum;16 on the north façade of the five-aisled
basilica, during the second major construction phase of the church,
apart from the tomb of the martyr in the north west annex, another
small annex with two cist tombs under its floor was explored.17 To
the east of late antique Thessaloniki, the basilica at Toumba district
is a church with two annexes on the north side; apart from the
tombs explored to the east of the apse, other graves are shown in
the north annexes in the published plan of the excavation.18 Last
but not least, the extra muros basilica at Philippi, to the east of the
late antique city, is a cemetery church, since cist and vaulted tombs
have been uncovered under the floors of the nave and aisles, as well
as in the annexes. Three rooms in a row are attached to the
western part of the north wall of the church: the west room is
accessible from the narthex, while the two others are accessible
15

Pallas 1977, pp. 52-54, fig. 31; Mailis 2011, pp. 76-77, no. Th.11; Marano

2021, pp. 346-347.
16

Bakirtzis 1997, 507-510 and 2002.

17

Sorerious 1952, p. 135, pl. 36α, γ; Mailis 2011, pp. 47-48, no. Mac.15. To the

north of this chamber, the chapel of Saint John the Baptist and the halls further
north received also burials of later dates. Cf. Moutsopoulos 1993-1996 (2003).
18

Soteriou 1929, 177-178, fig. 9; Mailis 2011, p. 50 no. Mac.18.
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from the narthex and the north aisle. Three cist graves have been
explored in the two west annexes,19 and two inscribed tombstones
show the importance of the officials of the fourth or fifth century
that had been buried there: the tomb in the west annex was that of
Mauricius, vir clarissimus and ex-comes, and the west tomb of the
median annex was that of a certain assistant of a comes
(kometianos).20 The well-known episode from the Vita of Saint
Thecla, according to which an officialis managed to get permission
from the local bishop to be buried in the south aisle of the extra

muros pilgrimage church, but the saint miraculously rebuffed the
burial, shows how much local bishops were pressured by aristocrats
who wanted to be buried near the holy place of the tomb of a
saint.21
The funerary chambers of the above-mentioned churches
are all rectangular in plan and only two of them, both in
Thessaloniki (at Saint Demetrios and the Toumba basilicas), are
provided with an apse, which is oriented like the main apse.22 All
19

Pelekanides 1955, p. 161, fig. 2; Mailis pp. 56-57 no. Mac.33.

20

Cf. Feissel 1983, nos. 251 and 240, respectively; Sodini 1986, p. 234; Marano

2021, p. 341. I was not able to consult the new catalogue of the inscriptions of
Philippi by Pilhofer 2009.
21

Cf. Dagron 1978, pp. 370-371; Sodini 1986, p. 233; Marano 2021, pp. 353-

354.
22

At Saint Demetrios, Thessaloniki, burials multiplied overtime on the north

side of the church, for a main street of the city was located along the south
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spaces are aligned along the north façade, but in some cases (like
the Kraneion basilica and the extra muros basilica at Philippi),
rooms are also erected along the south and/or the east walls. As we
can imagine, each funerary chamber contains tombs, the owners of
which are linked by common beliefs, professional companionship
and/or blood ties, and from the fourth century onwards funerals
are usually undertaken by the family of the dead,23 therefore, we
can assume that the bonds between the living that arranged the
burials and the deceased are mostly familial. Thus, the funerary
chamber on the north side of the Mytikas basilica presumably
belonged to an upper class family of the local Christian community
of Alyzians who wanted on the one hand to ensure family bonds
between the living and the dead ancestors, and on the other to
display these bonds in the public realm by means of the
construction of a distinct cubiculum or mausoleum, adjacent to the
cemetery church of their homeland.

façade and because the church was founded atop the locus sanctus of the saint's
tomb. Cf. Soterious 1952, pp. 136-137; Mentzos 1994, pp. 43-50; Bakirtzis 1997,
354-356. For the ad sanctos burials, cf. Grabar 1946 (1972), pp. 487 ff., spec.
488-493 and, certainly, Duval 1988.
23

Cf. Rebillard 2003, pp. 148-197; Paxton 2005; Yasin 2005 and 2009, pp. 45-

61, with further bibliography.
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The monumental tomb
The monumental tomb consists of marble pier-colonnettes
colonnettes and
slabs standing on a stylobate that is 3.40 m long and 1.65
.65 m wide

Fig. 5. — Mytikas, north aisle, the monumental tomb after
restoration, view from the south (source: Y.D. Varalis)

(figs. 2 and 5). Fragments of piers and slabs were found in various
parts of the church during the excavation,, but today they are put in
their initial positions and the missing parts are filled with pinkish
cement.24 Thee stylobate is 0.30 m high and has a classicizing
classic
convex and concave profile in its front face; all the other faces are
crudely carved. The stylobate possibly comes from an older
construction and,, in order to be reused here, it has been cut into
pieces which were combined to form its current state. The piers-

24

The restoration of the tomb was done by late Yannis Tsevlikos, under the

supervision of Prof. George Velenis. Cf. Vocotopoulos 1984, p. 130.
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colonnettes (average h. 0.92 m, w. 0.22-0.23 m) are decorated with
frames containing a vertical band with forked ends. The slabs
(average dim. 1.00 × 0.90 m) are adorned with Latin crosses with
expanding ends (average dim.0.54 × 0.44 m); only the east slab of
the south side of the tomb (dim. 1.48 m × 0.92 m) is decorated
with two Latin crosses of smaller dimensions (0.435 × 0.38 m). The
southeast pier-colonnette preserves on its top surface the base of a
colonnette sculpted in the same piece of marble. Thus, the tomb in
its original state was placed under a canopy. The stylobate is
mounted above the slate stones of the floor of the aisle; the tomb
proper was a pit grave, of the covering of which only an ancient
hewn bloc has been found in situ.
The monumental tomb belonged to a person of high social
status in the local Christian community.25 An eight-line epitaph has
been carved on a marble slab that formed the lid of the tomb:26

†
[ - - - - - - - - εὐσεβ]ίην τε σα<ο>φροσύ[νην - - - - - - ]υρήδις ἥ τε πόθους

25

Cf. the reconstruction in Vocotopoulos 1983, pp. 84-86, figs 1-4 (plans by G.

Velenis).
26

The inscribed slab was found in the debris that covered the north door of the

narthex. For the inscription, cf. Vocotopoulos 1972, pp. 112-113, pl. 90b and

SEG 30, 514.
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[ - - - - - - - - ]α πιστὰ κλέει δήπ[οτε]
4

[ - - - - - - - - ]δος ἔτεα πάντα
[ - - - - - - ]νη πολυήρατον ἄν[δρα]
[ - - - - -- ]υνόα δίην βιοτὴν [ - - - - ]
[- - - - - - ]καὶ θαλάμους ἔλιπ[εν - - - ]

8

[ - - - - π]ροσώπου.
†

The lack of typical adjectives that accompany the names of
bishops, priests and other clerics, in contrast to other epigrams in
dactylic hexameters dedicated to high rank persons from other
provinces, like Macedonia, Achaia or Crete,27 suggest that the
tomb was not intended for a member of the clergy. The only verb
preserved, even partly, is the ἔλιπεν in v. 7; thus, the deceased is
probably the grammatical subject of the verbs of the poem and the
rest are predicates and clauses. The epigram begins with the virtues
of the deceased (εὐσεβίην, σαoφροσύνην; piety, wisdom, v. 1-2)
and instances of life (πόθους, κλέει; desires, glory, v. 2-3) and time
(δήποτε, πάντα ἔτεα; once, all years, v. 3-4). Although

πολυήρατος (v. 5) could be a personal name,28 the use of this word
27

For sepulchral plaques inscribed with epigrams, cf. Bandy 1970, nos. 80, 93,

100, 103 (Crete); Feissel 1985, nos. 20, 36, 51*, 80*, 91*-94* (Peloponnese);
Feissel 1983, nos. 5, 6, 60, 61, 202, 230, 265 (Macedonia).
28

Cf. for example, Polyeratos in IG V,2 323B,45 and 439 from Arkadia, and
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in the accusative case specifies that it refers to the person to whom
the action of love goes, i.e. a husband or father. The phrase

θαλάμους ἔλιπεν (v. 7) cannot refer to a man, since θάλαμος is
the bridal chamber that has been abandoned by the deceased wife.
That is why the phrase δίην βιοτήν (v. 6) means the excellent,
respectful or pious life that the deceased had with her spouse. If this
is the case, then we need to find a word in the nominative, which
would be most suitable as the grammatical subject, i.e. the person
for whom the epigram was made. The only extant part of word
that can fit this reasoning is –υνόα, which apart from being at the
nominative or accusative of the plural of the neutral grammatical
gender corresponds also to the nominative of the singular of the
feminine gender. And there are feminine personal names ending in
–υνόα, like Eὐνόα 29 or Εὐρυνόα. 30 But this last part of our
restitution is a pure hypothesis that cannot be proved.
Hence, the inscription can be transcribed and translated as follows:

Rizakis 2008, no. 116, from Aigion, as well as IG XII, 9 191 and 245 from
Eretria, Euboea.
29

Cf. IG II² 7681 from Attica and IG XII,4 2, 653 from Kos(?).

30

Cf., for instance, IG IX,1² 2:419 from Akarnania, SEG 38, 476 from

Bouthrotos, and SEG 35, 664 from Krannon, Thessaly. For the Homeric dialect
of the inscription, we have consulted Pantazides 1892 and Cunliffe2012.
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†
[ - - - - - - - - εὐσεβ]ίην τε σα<ο>φροσύ[νην - - - - - - ]υρήδις ἥ τε πόθους
[ - - - - - - - - ]α πιστὰ κλέει δήπ[οτε]
4

[ - - - - - - - - ]δος ἔτεα πάντα
[ - - - - - - ]νη πολυήρατον ἄν[δρα]
[ - - - - - Ε]ὐνόα vel Εὐρ]υνόα δίην βιοτὴν [ - - - - ]
[- - - - - - ] καὶ θαλάμους ἔλιπ[εν - - - ]

8

[ - - - - π]ροσώπου.
†

[…] (Having the virtues of) piety and wisdom […] and desires
[…] with faithfulness once gloriously […] all years […] (with her)
endearing man […]. Eunoa or Eurynoa (lived) an excellent life
[…] and left the bridal rooms […] her (?) face.

Structures with an arrangement similar to a chancel, with
slabs between marble pier-colonnettes set on stylobates, are found
in the south compartment of the transept of the basilicas Beta and
Delta at Nikopolis,31 dated to the last quarter of the fifth century.
They were undeniably later additions, since they are set directly on
the floor of the transept area, but their use is debated: Anastasios
Orlandos and Demetrios Pallas proposed that the structure at the
31

Cf. Varalis 2007, pp. 597-598.
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basilica Delta was a pastophorion, i.e. a secondary table for the
deposition of the offerings for the liturgy. 32 A similar tomb-like
structure affixed to the east wall of the south compartment of the
transept at the basilica Beta has passed completely unmentioned by
earlier research.33 The funerary character of the pastophorion of
basilica Delta has been confirmed,34 but evidence is still needed for
the similar structure at the basilica Beta.
A long tradition of funerary receptacles of all kinds, set
along the long walls of Early Christian and Byzantine churches, is
attested on both the shores of the Adriatic and the Ionian Sea, for
instance at the basilica of Sant’ Apollinare in Classe,35 and at the
basilica of Saint Achilleios on the homonymous island of the Small
Prespa Lake.36 As for the crosses with flaring ends in low relief on

32

Orlandos 1959, p. 92. Pallas 1971, coll. 222, 226. Professor J.-P. Sodini makes

a list of the pastophoria and calls for prudence when trying to interpret their uses
(Sodini, Kolokotsas 1984, pp. 123-128, spec. pp. 127-128).
33

This structure is drawn – although not entirely accurately – on the recently

published plan of the church in Zachos 2015, on p. 185.
34

Chalkia 2007, pp. 663-664, plans 1 and 4, figs. 16-17. The cist grave found

under the pastophorion was constructed with bricks and mortar and the interior
was plastered; it contained the relics of at least fifteen deceased.
35

For the church of Sant’ Apollinare in Classe, see Mauskopf Deliyannis 2017,

pp. 259-274. For the sarcophagi kept at the churches of Ravenna, see Kollwitz,
Herdejürgen 1979.
36

See most recently, Moutsopoulos1999, pp. 135-184.
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the slabs at the Mytikas’ memorial, sufficient similarities can be
found with slabs from the Nikopolis basilicas Beta and Delta,37 but
it is not known if any of these slabs originally belonged to a
memorial structure in the Nikopolis churches. Slabs decorated with
similar Latin crosses have been found in cemetery contexts, like the
cover plaque of the tomb no. 3 at the graveyard explored at 74,
Nikita Str., Patras,38 or like the one found in the cemetery basilica
at Dion, which has been used as an offerings’ table for the tomb
found nearby, which was dedicated to an unknown saint (or
martyr?) named Magna.39 Thus the monumental tomb in the north
aisle of the Mytikas basilica is a memorial, a “privileged” tomb,40
similar to the tomb-like structures in the basilicas Beta and Delta of
Nikopolis, and was built so that the congregation of the Alyzians
would offer devotion and reverence when gathered in the

37

Cf. slabs from basilicas Delta (Papadopoulou 2013, pp. 458-459 no. 93;

Chalkia 2007, p. 660, fig. 4 and 2015, p. 54), and Beta (Papadopoulou
2013, pp. 471-473, 475, nos 102-104, 106, with the previous bibliography).
38

Koumoussi-Vyenopoulou 1996-1998, pp. 53-54, figs. 4, 5γ; Bozinis 2008, p.

55, no. 3.
39

Mentzos 1990, p. 234, figs. 7-8. Pantermalis 1999, figs. on pp. 260-261;

Chalkia 1991, pp. 84-85, figs. 69-70; Marano 2021, pp. 342-343.
40

For the ‘privileged’ tombs, cf. the proceedings of the conferences: Duval,

Picard 1986 and De Vingo, Marano, Pinar Gil 2021, and spec. Sodini 1986;
Marano 2021.
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cemetery church to this pious woman who was hypothetically
named Eunoa or Eurynoa.
Society, memory and art
Two interesting facts in the basilica of Mytikas merit our attention.
The first is that the northwest annex contains a cist grave with a
marble sarcophagus, which is quite uncommon for the province of
Epirus Vetus at the end of the fifth or the early sixth century.41The
second is that this specific tomb with the marble sarcophagus (fig.
6) is located just behind the monumental tomb of the northern
aisle of the basilica.
There is only one sarcophagus made of marble that has been
brought to light in the province of Epirus Vetus and dated to the
late fifth or early sixth century: the sarcophagus found in the
northwest angle of the north compartment of the transept at the
basilica Delta in Nikopolis, which is made of Proconnesian
marble.42 The long sides are decorated with crosses with flaring
ends that flank a laurel wreath encircling a Christogram; the short
41

We do not focus here on any possible reuse of the Roman sarcophagi that

have been uncovered in Nikopolis. For these sarcophagi, cf. Papaggeli 1984.
42

Chalkia 2004; 2007, pp. 660-661, plan3, figs. 7-9; 2015, 56-64, figs. on

pp. 57-60. Cf. also Papadopoulou 2013, pp. 503-505 no. 128, figs. 128α-στ.
Marano (2021, pp. 343-345 and n. 60) mentions that Constantinopolitan
sarcophagi are rarely found outside the capital. The sarcophagus from Ithaca
Island is of local stone and probably a local product (cf. Papadopoulou 2013, pp.
506-508 no. 130, figs. 130α-γ).
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sides have only one cross each, while the lid has identical crosses
upon discs, one at the center of each slope. The similarities
between thee Nikopolis and the Mytikas sarcophagi are striking: the
shape, the carving technique, the material and the execution are

Fig. 6. — Mytikas, northwest annex, tomb with a sarcophagus
(source: P.L. Vocotopoulos – no. ασϟγ’5)
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Fig. 7. — Mytikas, north ai
aisle,
sle, the monumental tomb before
restoration, view from the east (source: P.L. Vocotopoulos – no.
αυια’7)

very close.43 The Mytikas sarcophagus looks today as if of inferior
quality, but we should take under account that it has been expo
exposed
to air and rain for many years
years, so the surface of the marble lid
shows
hows greater erosion and decay. Thus, both these sarcophagi are
possibly products of a Constantinopolitan workshop active around

ca. 500; we do not know if the Mytikas sarcophagus was
transported by the same merchant ship that brought the Nikopolis
43

Unfortunately, the sarcophagus has not been thoroughly uncovered
uncovered,, so we do

not know if there is a decoration on the sides of the chest.
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sarcophagus, but in all probability the latter preceded by some
years and was probably a trigger for the command of the former.
Besides, Nikopolis was the metropolitan see of the province and
would have had wealthier citizens than Alyzia.44
Although the excavation in the cist tomb with the
sarcophagus was never completed, a few bones were found, not in
their original position.45 On the contrary, the excavation of the
monumental tomb in the north aisle was thorough, inside and out,
but bones were not uncovered. This is of some importance, if we
consider that the monumental tomb was erected in a very specific
spot in the north aisle: the tomb containing the sarcophagus is
right behind the north wall of the church (fig. 1). This relation
between the sarcophagus tomb in the annex and the monumental
tomb in the aisle does not seem unintended and needs to be
interpreted.
Our first thoughts concern the relation between tombs and
building. The substantial weight of the chest and lid of the marble
sarcophagus suggests that it was placed in the specific tomb at the
time when the walls of the annex (and of the church) began to be
built around it. The monumental tomb in the aisle was erected
only after the laying of the floor in the north aisle, since the
44

For the ecclesiastical history of Epirus Vetus, cf. Chrysos 1981, pp. 79-80, 99-

104; Dimitriadis 2001 (on Nikopolis); Bowden 2003, passim, spec. pp. 151-159.
45

Vocotopoulos 1980, p. 35 says that the bones were found “disturbed”.
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stylobate lies above the floor. The chancel and the canopy did not
shape a fake tomb, since behind the screen there was a shallow pit
grave that was covered by reused ancient blocs – one of them was
uncovered in its original place (fig. 7). Thus, the sarcophagus was
placed among the first and the monumental tomb was mounted
among the last things in the church. Be that as it may, the
sarcophagus would have been ordered and purchased during the
last decades of the fifth century, if we accept a dating of the
Nikopolis

basilica

Delta

sometime

after

474-475.

46

The

construction of the Mytikas basilica is dated, consequently, to the
last decades of the fifth century and the monumental tomb to the
period around 500.
Our second consideration concerns the relation between
tombs and people.47 The cist and vaulted tombs of the northwest
annex of the church were frequented by members of the Alyzian
family who ordered and provided for the sarcophagus.48 We can
imagine

the

annex like

a

mausoleum

in

which

several

46

Varalis 2007, p. 596.

47

We can only agree with one of the main conclusions of Yasin 2009, p. 239:

"The church thus became an ideal site for the construction of commemorative
monuments because it allowed those whishing to be remembered, both dead
and the donors, to capitalize on a regular audience of gathered Christians whose
predisposition toward commemoration and prayer was heightened with the
incorporation of saints' cults within the space."
48

Cf. above, note 22.
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commemoration rites for the dead of this wealthy household could
have taken place from time to time. The church was planned with
this mausoleum, possibly because this was the only cemetery
church in the region and because this was the only family that had
the desire and the means to build such a mausoleum, if not the
whole church.49 The monumental tomb in the north aisle would
have been easily perceived by anyone who entered the church
from the west, as soon as they stood at the tribelon area or walked
through the openings leading to the aisles. The colonnades were
not blocked by parapets separating the nave from the aisles and
obstructing the view to the tomb. This church was not destined for
the celebration of the liturgy every day of the week or every
Sunday; it served only funerals and other memorial rituals for the
resident population,50 and for this purpose it was not equipped with
an ambo in the nave or an elaborate synthronon in the apse.51 The
two large crosses that are shaped on the west part of the slate floor
49

In Corinth, the capital of the Province of Achaia, where all the basilicas

excavated are cemetery extra muros churches, apart from the pilgrimage basilica
at Lechaion (St. Leonidis), the mausolea are numerous and the tombs plentiful.
Cf. Rothaus 2000, pp. 93-104; Sanders 2005, pp. 437-441; Mailis 2011, pp. 8893, nos. Ach.18-24.
50
51

For such services, cf. Paxton 1990, 37-46.
The ambo is absent from the cemetery churches of Corinth; it is present

though in the cathedral church of basilica Beta and absent at the basilica Delta of
Nikopolis. Cf. Pallas 1977, pp. 153-171 and 134-137, respectively; Pallas 1979.
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of the nave were feasibly destined to mark the specific spots where
the funeral beds with the dead would be placed during the
celebration of the funerals.52 Everyone attending and standing
around these crosses on the floor could have get a glimpse of the
monumental tomb in the north aisle and commemorate, apart from
their own dead, this unfortunate woman who lived a pious life and
loved

her

husband.

This

perpetual

repetition

of

the

commemoration of the ‘privileged dead’ was the purpose of the
construction of this ‘privileged tomb’. The veneration of the tomb,
the lighting of the lamp that hanged above, the reading of the
epigram inscribed on the slab, the prayer, the contemplation of any
of the representations of the deceased, every single of these
activities and all of them expressed the union of the living and the
dead, the living on earth and the living in God. This recursive
commemoration of the dead is also present in the liturgy.53
One final question is left to be answered: what were the
intentions of the family of Eunoa (or Eurynoa) and specifically of
the beloved husband who dedicated the monumental tomb to his
wife? The easy answer would be that the family decided to mount
this tomb very close, almost adjacent, to a luxurious marble tomb
of a saint. Hence the monumental tomb would be another burial
52

Cf. Vocotopoulos 1982, p. 91, pl. 64α-β.

53

Cf. Yasin 2009, passim, spec. 212-222, where she comments on Augustine's

De cure pro mortuis gerenda.
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ad sanctum. We could also think of the sarcophagus as the tomb of
the husband, who wished to be buried close to his wife for
eternity.

We

could

also

imagine

other

scenarios,

but

methodologically it would be very precarious, for the sarcophagus
is not yet excavated thoroughly and for the moment the available
data are very thin. As the progress of our research is ongoing and
the completion of the excavation is scheduled soon, we keep
asking questions and we hope to find the right answers in the
future.
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